Numerous materials are essentially structures of discrete fibres, yarns or struts. Considering these materials at their discrete scale, one may distinguish two types of intrinsic randomness that affect the structural behaviours of these discrete structures: geometrical randomness and material randomness. Identifying the material randomness is an experimentally demanding task, because many small fibres, yarns or struts need to be tested, which are not easy to handle. To avoid the testing of hundreds of constituents, this contribution proposes an identification approach that only requires a few dozen of constituents to be tested (we use twenty to be exact). The identification approach is applied to artificially generated measurements, so that the identified values can be compared to the true values. Another question this contribution aims to answer is how precise the material randomness needs to be identified, if the geometrical randomness will also influence the macroscale behaviour of these discrete networks. We therefore also study the effect of the identified material randomness to that of the actual material randomness for three types of structures; each with an increasing level of geometrical randomness.
Introduction
Of all materials important for industry and society, some important ones are essentially discrete mesostructures and microstructures. Some examples are paper materials, open-cell metal foams, dry-woven fabrics and electrospun scaffolds. The mechanical behaviours of such materials are often described using computational models in which each fibre, yarn or strut is represented by a series of springs or beams. Examples are the 5 work of Arnoux et al. [1] for bones and ligaments, the work of Ridruejo et al. [2] for glass fibre structures, the work of Kulachenko and Uesaka [3] , Persson and Isaksson [4] , Wilbrink et al. [5] , Beex et al. [6] , and Bosco et al. [7] for paper materials, the works of Delincé and Delannay [8] , Badiche et al. [9] and Jung et al. [10] for open-cell metal foams, the works of Gao et al. [11] , Boubaker et al. [12] and Beex et al. [13] for dry-woven fabrics and the work of Argento et al. [14] for elecrospun scaffolds.
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A substantial amount of these discrete structures are intrinsically stochastic, which may be important to incorporate in their associated discrete models (see e.g. Sastry et al. [15] , Wang et al. [16] , Bronkhorst [17] , Hatami-Marbini and Picu [18] , Picu [19] , Shahsavari and Picu [20] and Ban et al. [21] ). Two types of stochastic aspects may be distinguished: stochastic geometries and stochastic mechanical behaviours of the base materials. Identifying both types of randomness is experimentally demanding because the structures 15 and constituents are small. numerical frameworks are commonly employed.
Various studies can be found in which BI is used to identify material parameters. Examples that have focused on the identification of elastic material parameters are the works of Isenberg [27] , Alvin [28] , Beck and Katafygiotis [29] , Marwala and Sibusiso [30] , Gogu et al. [31], Koutsourelakis [32] , Lai and Ip [33] , Daghia et al. [34] , Nichols et al. [35] and Gogu et al. [36] . Studies that have focused on the identification of elastoplastic parameters include the works of Most [37] and Rappel et al. [38, 39] . BI is also used to identify material parameters of hysteretic models [40, 41] and other nonlinear material models such as viscoelasticity and creep [42] [43] [44] .
As mentioned before, the univariate PDFs of each material parameter are coupled in one joint PDF by the use of copulas in this contribution. Copulas are defined as functions that link the joint cumulative 70 distribution function (CDF) and the univariate CDFs. They allow to include the dependencies of several random variables on each other, resulting in a single multivariate distribution for all the material parameters.
Most often the parameters of the joint distribution (i.e. the parameters of univariate PDFs, as well as those of the copula) are identified by a two step identification scheme. Genest et al. [45] approximated the parameters of univariate distributions by empirical distribution (i.e. a nonparametric estimator of the CDF 75 for a random variable) and used a maximum likelihood approach [46] to identify the parameters of the copula. Hürlimann [47] and Roch and Alegre [48] also employed a two step scheme, but with a maximum likelihood approach in both steps. Silva and Lopes [49] employed a full Bayesian approach for the identification of all unknown parameters in one step. However, the number of observations in their work is large compared to that in this contribution. Silva and Lopes also presented a comparison between one and two step methods, 80 which showed a negligible difference between the point estimators of the one step scheme and the two step scheme.
Besides proposing the aforementioned identification scheme, this contribution also aims to answer the question of how accurate the material parameter PDF needs to be identified, if some level of geometrical randomness is present. To this purpose, we consider three types of virtual structures, each with an increasing 85 level of geometrical randomness, and assess their macroscopic behaviour if the actual PDF is used and if the identified PDF is used. We investigate this for two responses of the base material: a damage model and an elastoplastic model. Geometrically linear Euler-Bernoulli beams are used to discretise the constituents in the virtual structures in a 2D setting.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the material models. In Section 3,
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we discuss the identification scheme. In Section 4 we detail the generation and treatment of the virtual structures. In Section 5 we present some results, which are subdivided in those of the identification scheme itself and in how the distributions influence the macroscale behaviour of random network models. Finally, we present our conclusions (Section 6).
Material models
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In this section, we briefly introduce the two material models that are used throughout this contribution. It is sufficient to express them in one dimension and without the use of the Poisson's ratio, because the identification scheme is applied to uniaxial (monotonically increasing) tensile tests and the virtual experiments use two-dimensional beam descriptions without shear deformation.
Damage
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The first material model describes a linear elastic response until a failure strain is reached. When this failure strain is reached anywhere in the constituent (in the tensile tests considered in the identification scheme) or in a beam that represents a part of the constituent (in the virtual experiments), it fails entirely. No load will thus be transferred from that point onwards.
The Cauchy stress, σ, is expressed as follows in this material model:
where D denotes the damage variable, which is a function of history variable κ. E denotes the Young's modulus and the linear strain. We express the damage variable in terms of history variable κ as follows:
3 where f denotes the failure strain. The following loading function and the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [50] ensure that κ takes the largest strain value in a constituent or beam and that damage is 110 irreversible:
where x denotes the location vector to any material point in a constituent or beam. The KKT conditions read:κ ≥ 0, g ≤ 0,κg = 0.
It may be clear that in a monotonically increasing, uniaxial tensile test performed on a constituent, the 115 strain is constant. Consequently, Eq. (4) can be simplified to:
The stress-strain response during a monotonically increasing, uniaxial tensile test can then be written as:
Elastoplasticity
Second, we consider an elastoplastic material model with isotropic, linear hardening. In this material description, the linear strain, , is additively split in an elastic strain, e , and a plastic strain, p :
The Cauchy stress, σ, is expressed as follows:
The yield function reads:
where˜ p denotes the cumulative plastic strain, σ y0 the initial yield stress and H the plastic modulus. The relation between a change of the plastic strain and that of the cumulative plastic strain furthermore reads:
where sgn(·) denotes the sign function. The following KKT conditions finalise the material model:
It may be clear that the stress-strain relation during monotonically increasing, uniaxial tension for this material model reads:
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Step 1
Experimentally test individual constituents
Step 2 Identify the material parameters of each constituent
Step 3 Identify the parameters of each univariate PDF
Step 4 Identify the parameters of the joint material parameter PDF 
Identification scheme
In this section we detail the scheme to identify the parameters of the probability density function (PDF) from which it is assumed the material parameters of each specimen (i.e. tested constituent) are coming. First, the 130 concept of the framework is discussed. Subsequently, the basics of Bayesian inference are discussed. Then, copulas are discussed as the mathematical tool to combine two or more univariate PDFs in one joint PDF. Finally, the two steps of the scheme in which BI and copulas are used are discussed in more detail.
Concept
The aim of the identification scheme is to experimentally test a relatively small number of fibres, yarns or 135 struts and from those test results (i.e. stress-strain data), obtain the parameters of the material parameter PDF. We will achieve this by subdividing the identification problem in four steps, which are to be performed consecutively. These steps are discussed below and schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Step 1: Experimentally test individual constituents 140 First, some fibres, yarns or struts must be harvested and tested experimentally. We assume that 20 fibres are harvested and that these are separately tested in tension in a well-controlled environment. We thus obtain 20 stress-strain curves, which are necessary for the next step.
Step 2: Identify the material parameters of each constituent
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Based on the stress-strain data obtained in the previous step, a material model must be selected in the current step and its parameters are separately identified for each constituent. We assume that a large number of stress-strain data is gathered during each test such that a deterministic identification approach based on the minimisation of an objective function is possible, i.e. the least squares method (LSM). The final result of the current step is thus a set of material parameters for each constituent. If we for instance assume the damage 150 model of the previous section, we obtain 20 Young's moduli and 20 failure strains: two material parameters for each constituent. The material parameters of each constituent are necessary for the next step.
Step 3: Identify the parameters of each univariate PDF
In the third step, we select a univariate PDF for each type of material parameter (e.g. normal or beta distri-155 butions [46] ) and identify the parameters of each univariate PDF separately. If we again assume the damage model of the previous section, we thus obtain two univariate PDFs: one for the Young's modulus and one for the failure strain. As 20 observations (e.g. 20 Young's moduli) are not sufficient to identify the parameters of a univariate distribution deterministically, we employ Bayes' theorem to enable the use of assumed knowledge, which regularises the identification problem of the current step. The use of Bayes' theorem effectively means that a distribution of the univariate PDF's parameters is assumed and this distribution is updated by inferring each observation. We thus start the identification problem of the current step with the assumption of a distribution of the PDFs' parameters and the final result of BI is also a distribution in terms of the PDF's parameters (albeit corrected for the observations). We then use a numerical framework (Markov chain Monte Carlo, MCMC techniques) to explore the distribution of the univariate PDF's parameters to find their 165 point estimates [51] (e.g. the mean vectors or MAP vectors). These point estimates are then considered as the identified parameter set of each univariate PDF, which are necessary for the fourth step.
Step 4: Identify the parameters of the joint material parameter PDF
In the last step, we take the univariate PDFs (including their identified parameters) and couple them together 170 to form a single, joint PDF. The coupling of the univariate PDFs allows the incorporation of correlations and is mathematically performed here using a so-called copula. Different copula formulations can be distinguished and hence, the user has to select one. Since each copula comes with its own parameters, the identification problem in this fourth step thus aims to identify the copula parameters. Important to realise is that we again do not have enough information to employ a deterministic identification approach to identify the 175 copula's parameters. Once more, we employ Bayes' theorem, requiring us to define an assumed PDF in terms of the copula parameters and inferring this PDF with the 20 observations. The resulting posterior needs to be numerically explored in order to determine the point estimates that represent the identified copula parameters.
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It is worth mentioning that in principle the entire identification procedure can be performed in a single identification framework that is entirely based on Bayes' theorem. As the number of observations is small however, the MCMC algorithm (to numerically explore the final PDF in order to determine the point estimates) will not converge. Since we choose to obtain a unique joint PDF, we subdivide the identification approach into several identification problems. It is furthermore not very useful to consider the identification 185 problem of Step 2 in a stochastic manner, because if we assume that a large number of stress-strain data for each constituent is available and the number of constituents is small, the uncertainty stemming from Step 2 is substantially small compared to the uncertainty stemming from Steps 3 and 4.
It is also worth noting that some clear assumptions are made in Steps 3 and 4: (i) the type of univariate PDFs (Step 3), (ii) the initially assumed distributions of the parameters of the univariate PDFs (Step 3),
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(iii) the type of copula (Step 4) and (iv) the initially assumed PDFs of the copula parameters (Step 4). The error induced by these assumptions cannot be evaluated to the best of the authors' knowledge, because few observations are available. If the number of tested constituents tends to infinity however, the error in the identified parameter values approximates zero (if the same PDFs and copula is selected as used to generate the material parameters, which in reality cannot be known in advance). 
Bayesian inference
Bayesian inference (BI) is an identification procedure in which one fits a probability model to a set of data. The result of BI is a PDF (the so-called posterior). Assuming that z = z 1 · · · z no T denotes a vector of n o observations and p a vector of n p parameters which are to be identified, Bayes' formula reads:
where π(p) denotes the prior PDF (i.e. the PDF that represents one's assumed prior knowledge about 200 the parameters, e.g. the fact that the Young's modulus cannot be smaller than zero), π(z|p) denotes the likelihood function (i.e. the PDF that measures the likelihood that measurements z are observed, for a given set of parameter values p), π(p|z) denotes the posterior PDF (i.e. the PDF that describes the probability to obtain parameters p, for the given set of observations z) and π(z) is called the evidence. Since z is known, the evidence is a constant number (π(z) = k ∈ R + ), which is thus independent of the parameters (i.e. the 205 variables of interest). Since π(z) = k, it suffices to write Eq. (14) as follows:
because the statistical summaries of the posterior, such as the mean, the MAP (i.e. the 'maximum-aposteriori-probability' or the parameter values at which the posterior is maximal) and the covariance matrix (i.e. the matrix that measures the correlation between the parameters), are independent of scaling factor 1 k . Once the posterior is established, the statistical summaries of the posterior need to be determined. With 210 the exception of a few cases, numerical frameworks need to be employed for this. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques [52] are frequently employed to draw samples from the posterior PDF. The drawn samples can be used to approximate statistical summaries and predict new observations. Readers are referred to [39, 53] for more details.
Copulas
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Nelsen [54] defines copulas as functions that join one dimensional marginal distributions to their joint, multivariate distribution. These functions are tools to model the dependencies of several random variables. We will discuss them in some more detail in this subsection.
Let P = P 1 · · · P n T be a random vector with joint cumulative distribution function (CDF) Π, and Π i the marginal univariate CDF of P i . According to Sklar's theorem [55] , an n-dimensional copula C exists 220 such that:
The joint PDF can then be obtained by differentiating Eq. (16) with respect to the random variables as follows:
where c(u 1 , · · · , u n ) = ∂C(u1,··· ,un) ∂u1···∂un ourselves to the Gaussian one. This entails that we write:
where again u i = Π i (p i ), and Γ C ∈ [−1, 1] n×n denotes the covariance matrix containing correlation parameters. These correlation parameters are called Pearson's ρ and each one is a measure for the linear relationship between two random variables [56] . Furthermore, Φ(p) denotes the standard Gaussian CDF (i.e.p ∼ N (0, 1) =
2 )) and Φ n (p|Γ C ) denotes the joint CDF of a multivariate Gaussian distribu-
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tion with a zero mean vector and covariance matrix Γ C (i.e.p ∼ N n (0, Γ C ) withp = p 1 · · ·p n T ). [57] writes the density of the Gaussian copula as follows:
where | · | denotes the determinant and I the n × n identity matrix.
Details of Step 3
In this subsection and the next, we return to Steps 3 and 4 of the identification scheme and present them in 235 more detail in the light of the previous discussions on BI and the Gaussian copula. In the current subsection, we focus on Step 3, meaning that we focus on how we use BI to identify the parameters of a univariate PDF based on 20 observations. Let us assume that we have tested 20 constituents and identified the n p types of material parameters for each constituent. We store the identified values of the first type of material parameters in a vector of length 240 20, p 1 , the identified values of the second type of material parameters in a vector of the same length, p 2 , and repeat this until we obtain n p vectors of length 20.
In the current step, we separately focus on each type of material parameter, assume that they are realisations from some univariate PDF and identify the parameters of that univariate PDF. This means that we can now express Bayes' theorem for the material parameter of type i as follows:
where p iPDF denote the parameters of the univariate PDF associated with the i th type of material parameter and p i denote the observations for the current identification problem (e.g. if the i th type of material parameter is the Young's modulus, p i contains the 20 Young's moduli identified in Step 2). The prior PDF is thus denoted by π prior (p iPDF ) and must be defined by the user. The posterior is denoted by π post (p iPDF |p i ). Likelihood function π like (p i |p iPDF ) can straightforwardly be formulated using the product of the univariate 250 PDF that is selected by the user:
where (p i ) j denotes the j th component of p i (e.g. the j th Young's modulus) and π uni denotes the univariate PDF that must be selected by the user. The point estimates of all n p posteriors are numerically estimated using MCMC techniques and are stored in n p vectors p 1PDF , · · · , p np PDF .
Note that in principle the lengths of different vectors p iPDF may vary, since a different univariate PDF
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can be selected for each type of material parameter and each univariate PDF can come with its own number of parameters.
Details of Step 4
In the fourth step of the identification scheme, we take all the material parameters identified in Step 2 (stored in vectors p 1 , · · · , p np , and for the ease of notation collect them in p) and the univariate PDFs including 260 their parameters identified in Step 3 (stored in vectors p 1PDF , · · · , p np PDF and for the ease of the notation collect them in p PDF ) and couple them with an assumed copula C, which comes with copula parameters ρ. Hence, the aim of the current step is to identify the parameters in ρ, which is of length np(np−1) 2 because the covariance matrix in a Gaussian copula is written as:
where all values ρ ij are stored in ρ.
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We can now express Bayes' theorem for the identification problem of the current step as follows:
8 where we can decompose the likelihood function multiplicatively in terms of the joint PDF as follows:
where the material parameters of the i th tested specimen are denoted by (
Young's modulus and failure strain) and the joint PDF for this specimen can be expressed as follows:
The only remaining issues are to select a prior and subsequently, to determine the point estimates of the 270 posterior using an MCMC algorithm [52] .
Structural network models
As mentioned before, the accuracy of the identification scheme may not have a substantial effect on macroscopic network responses, if some form of geometrical randomness is also of influence. To investigate this, we use three types of two-dimensional network models; each with an increasing level of geometrical randomness.
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In this section, we detail the geometrical generation of the structural models, their discretisations, and the solution schemes associated with the two employed material models.
Geometries
The numerical network experiments in the results section are all performed on specimens resembling a dogbone (see Fig. 2 ). The only boundary conditions prescribed are he displacements in vertical direction on the 280 top and bottom of the domain, except for the first node on the bottom-left corner for which the displacement in horizontal direction is restrained as well. The cross-sectional shape of all discrete constituents is square, with the orientation of one edge of the square in out-of-plane direction. The cross-sectional dimensions are 1 × 1 mm 2 . In the first type of geometry, the discrete constituents are infinitely long (whilst still respecting the dog-285 bone shape), they are equally spaced (by parameter h in horizontal direction, i.e. in x-direction in Fig. 2 ) and they are oriented with an angle of θ = 45
• or θ = 135
• . A typical geometry is schematically presented in Fig. 3 (a). We will refer to this type of network as type A.
The second type of geometry is the same as the first geometry type with three differences: (i) the constituents have a finite length, (ii) the orientation of the constituents varies, and (iii) the constituents' 290 centres of gravity are not perfectly aligned. We start the generation of these network geometries by taking the first network geometries and cutting each infinitely long constituent in finite constituents by sampling lengths from a uniform distribution with bounds l min and l max . Then we change the orientation of each (finite) constituent by randomly sampling the orientation from a uniform distribution with bounds 45
• − 1 2 w θ and 45
• + 2 h c , where x c and y c denote the horizontal and vertical locations of the original centre of gravity, respectively. Finally, we investigate which constituents cross the specimen's borders and cut them accordingly. A typical geometry resulting from this generation is presented in Fig. 3(b) . We will refer to this type of network as type B.
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In the third and last type of geometry (in Fig. 3(c) ), the length of the discrete constituents is again sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds l min and l max . Their centres of gravity are randomly located in a rectangle of (3 mm + 2l max ) × (6 mm + 2l max ), with the specimen centred in it. Their orientation is completely random (i.e. their orientation is sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds 0
• and 180 • ). If constituents cross the specimen's border, they are cut, and they are ignored if they are located entirely 305 outside the specimen. We will refer to this type of network as type C.
Discretisations
After the geometries are created, each constituent is discretised by a string of two dimensional, geometrically linear, Euler-Bernoulli beams. If a constituent is not connected to any of the other constituents or if it is not 310 connected to any of the specimen's edges to which boundary conditions are applied via other constituents, it is not discretised and hence, ignored. One beam is used for each constituent segment that is connected to two consecutive constituents. This means that if a constituent is connected to n other constituents, n − 1 beams are used to discretise it and hence, n beam nodes are required. The beam nodes are placed at locations where the constituent crosses other constituents and hence, intersections between constituents are represented by 315 a single beam node, entailing perfect connections between constituents (and thus between beams).
If the length of the smallest beam in the network is substantially small compared to the longest beam in the network, the stiffness matrix may become ill-posed. To avoid this problem, the length of the largest beam is measured and all beams that are smaller than 1% of the longest beam are removed and their nodes are unified. This process may involve the unification of more than two nodes. Finally, all beams that are 320 only connected to one other beam are removed because they will not contribute to the structural response. A typical result of this discretisation strategy is shown in Fig. 4(b) , together with the geometry in Fig. 4(a) . (a) (b) Figure 4 : A type C network geometry (a) and its beam discretisation (b). Note that we have used a significantly coarse network so that the effect of the discretisation can easily be observed.
Solution schemes
In this subsection, we briefly discuss the solution schemes for the EB beam network models associated with 325 the two material models.
Damage
Solving the network model with the linear elastic-brittle fracture description starts with the application of an arbitrary value for u BC in Fig. 2 . After solving the linear system that results from this, we calculate in which of the beams the ratio between the occurring strain and the failure strain is the largest. This largest 330 ratio will not equal one, but it should be at the moment that the beam fails. Since the material model is linear, we can scale this ratio directly to determine at which value of u BC the beam fails. Similarly, we can also scale the reaction forces. After we have determined this, we remove the contributions of the failed beam to the stiffness matrix and again prescribe a value of u BC and determine which of the beams is next to fail and at which value of u BC and the reaction forces this would occur. We repeat this procedure until the sum 335 of the reaction forces equals zero. This simple solution procedure is possible (instead of a true arc-length approach) due to the linearity of the model. Eq. (4) states that the largest absolute strain occurring in a beam determines the value of κ and hence, the damage value for the entire beam. The maximisation problem of Eq. (4) is solved in a straightforward manner, because the largest absolute strain in a 2D EB beam occurs at the periphery of the beam, at its 340 beginning or at its end end. Consequently, we only need to determine the strain at four locations per beam; two at the beginning and two at the end of each beam (left in Fig. 5 ).
Elastoplasticity
The network models using the elastoplastic material model are solved in a manner that is standard for elastoplasticity (e.g. using return mapping and the consistent tangent stiffness). We therefore do not detail 345 them. The only issue worth mentioning is that we only use four integration points per beam in order to save computational efforts. These integration points are located at the centres of four equally sized, rectangular subdomains, as shown on the right in Fig. 5 .
One may argue that these network models are far from perfect. We could for instance have used more integration points per beam for the elastoplastic material model. We also do not account for the fact that 350 plasticity will lead to some form of localisation. We furthermore use cross-sectional dimensions that are too large to allow the use of geometrically linear EB beams. As the purpose of the virtual experiments in the next section is to compare the influence of the identified parameter distributions relative to the true parameter distributions if geometrical randomness is also present however, this comparison remains valid. 
Results
This section presents the results for the identification scheme proposed in Section 3 as well as the results that show the effect of the different material parameter PDFs on the macroscale behaviour of the random network models. We start with the results of the parameter identification scheme.
Identification of the material parameter PDFs
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In all results presented, we omit Steps 1 and 2 of the identification procedure and only consider Steps 3 and 4. This can be justified by assuming that an abundance of stress-strain measurements is obtained in Step 1, which makes the deterministic identification of the material parameters in Step 2 highly accurate.
We produce synthetic material parameters from two multivariate PDFs that are to be identified: one bivariate PDF for the damage model (in which Young's modulus E and failure strain f are the material 365 parameters) and a trivariate PDF for the elastoplastic model (in which Young's modulus E, initial yield stress σ 0 and hardening modulus H are the material parameters). We will refer to these PDFs as the 'true' PDFs. We draw 20 sets of material parameters from each true PDF. These sets of material parameters are considered to be the output of Step 2 and the observations in Step 3 (i.e. p i ). 
Damage
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In case of damage, we assume that the true bivariate PDF uses two univariate marginal PDFs which are four-parameter beta distributions of the following form:
where p i denotes the material parameter (either E or f ), α i and β i denote the shape parameters of the univariate PDF and a 1i and a 2i the lower and upper bounds, respectively. Furthermore, B(·, ·) denotes the beta function. The two univariate PDFs are joined together with a Gaussian copula. The values that we 375 have chosen for the true PDF are presented in Table 2 , whilst the true PDF is graphically presented in Fig. 6(a) . Now we continue with the actual identification. We first need to assume the type of univariate marginal PDFs and copula. We choose to work with the same types as for the true PDF (i.e. both univariate marginal PDFs are four-parameter beta distributions and the copula is Gaussian), so that we can compare 380 the identified values with true ones.
In addition to selecting the univariate PDFs and copula to be identified, we also need to select the priors for their parameters. It is important to realise that we only have a small number of observations (20) , which easily makes the MCMC algorithm, used to explore the posterior PDF, fail to converge if non-informative priors are selected. We therefore need to select rather informative priors. This can easily be justified for 385 the lower and upper bounds (a 1 and a 2 ) by the fact that one generally knows the type of base material. We have furthermore used the mean value and the standard deviation of the observations to construct the prior for the shape parameters (α and β). (Note that both the mean value and the standard deviation of the four-parameter beta distribution are functions of α, β, a 1 and a 2 .)
The priors assigned to the parameters of the marginal univariate PDFs are in the following form:
where (p iPDF ) j denotes the j th parameter of the marginal univariate PDF for the i th type of material parameter. In other words, j refers to α, β, a 1 or a 2 and i to E or f . Furthermore, (p iPDF ) prior j and s (p iPDF )j are the prior's mean value and standard deviation, respectively. We assume the prior for the 
The chosen values for the means and standard deviations are presented in Table 1 .
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By substituting the priors in Eqs. (21) and (23), the posterior is obtained. We use the adaptive Metropolis method [58] to draw samples from the posterior and hence, to obtain the statistical summaries such as the MAP. For each identification process 500 × 10 3 samples are drawn from the posterior whilst burning the first 30% of the samples. We have also imposed the constraint a 1 < a 2 in the sampling procedure. This entails that the samples that do not abide this constraint are rejected in the MCMC process.
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The MAP estimates of the joint PDF are given in Table 2 . Fig. 6 furthermore shows the true joint PDF and the identified joint PDF with and without correlation (i.e. with and without the copula) that correspond with these MAP estimates. One can observe that the identified joint PDF is somewhat wider than the true PDF, but substantially more accurate and less wide than the identified joint PDF without correlation. 
Elastoplasticity
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The same as for damage, we also assume for elastoplasticity that the true joint PDF consists of four-parameter beta distributions that are correlated via a Gaussian copula. For elastoplasticity, three univariate PDFs are required (for E, σ 0 and H) and a corresponding copula (consisting of a 3 × 3 covariance matrix with three independent parameters). The values selected for the true PDF are presented in Table 3 . Also the same as for damage, we choose the same type of joint PDF to be identified. The priors are 410 again chosen according to Eqs. (27) and (28), with their values shown in Table 4 . We again obtain the MAP estimates by drawing 500 × 10 3 samples from the posterior, whilst burning the first 30% of them. Note that we again incorporate the constraint a 1 < a 2 , but also that Γ C must be positive semidefinite. 
The true joint PDF is numerically presented in Table 3 and graphically in Fig. 7 together with the identified joint PDFs with and without correlation. Similar to the results for damage, the identified joint 415 PDF with correlation is more accurate and less wide than the identified joint PDF without correlation.
Propagating the material parameter PDFs in network models
In the previous subsection, we have clearly seen that the identified joint PDFs are relatively accurate representations of the true joint PDFs, regarding the limited number of data. We have also seen that the correlation is important to incorporate in order to achieve this accuracy. In the current subsection, we 420 investigate how the differences between the true joint PDF and the identified joint PDF with and without correlation influences the macroscale responses of virtual fibre structures.
For the networks of type A (see Fig. 8 ), we investigate two configurations: one with h = 0.1 mm and one with h = 0.025 mm (where h denotes the horizontal distance between two adjacent constituents as mentioned in the previous section). Type A network with h = 0.025 mm thus contains 4 times more constituents than 425 that with h = 0.1 mm and approximately 16 times more inter-constituent connections.
One may recall from the previous section that the networks of type B are the same as those of type A, except that the constituent length is finite and that their orientation is not the same. We investigate two different constituent lengths: one given by randomly sampling them from a uniform distribution with bounds 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm and one with bounds 1 mm and 1.5 mm. For both lengths, we also investigate different 430 constituent densities: one given by h = 0.1 mm and one given by h = 0.025 mm. The remaining geometrical parameters for type B networks are w θ = 15
• and h c = 0.2h. Some typical realisations can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10.
For the geometrically completely random networks (type C), we investigate two cases. In the first case we use 2000 constituents (Fig. 11) and in the second we use 5000 constituents. In both cases the constituent 435 lengths are randomly taken from a uniform distribution with bounds 0.5 mm and 1 mm.
For each type of network, we simulate the mechanical responses of 1000 realisations. In case of damage, the stiffness matrix may become singular during a simulation, e.g. because the crack propagates through one of the domain edges to which boundary conditions are applied. In those cases, the predicted results are ignored for the analyses below. True joint PDF
Identified joint PDF
Identified joint PDF without correlation Damage Some typical damage patterns and force-displacements curves are presented in Figs. 8 to 11. For each response, we determine the maximum force (F max ) and the dissipated energy (η) as measures for the macroscale response of the networks. with h = 0.1 mm. The first issue to observe, which can also be observed for the type A network with h = 0.025 mm, is that two domains seem to be present. We characterise the first domain in the results of the true PDF roughly by 0.08 < η < 0.13 mJ, whereas the second domain roughly by 0.13 < η < 0.25 mJ. The difference between these domains is caused by the damage pattern. We have observed that cracked beams remain present in the narrow part of the dog-bone shaped specimens for the points in the first domain, whilst 450 cracked beams also appear in the wider parts at the top and bottom of the dog-bone shaped specimens for points in the second domain. For the latter, longer crack lengths therefore occur, explaining the increase in dissipation.
Comparing Figs. 12(a), 12(b) and 12(c), one can see that the marginal univariate PDFs for all three cases are similar, although the ones predicted using identified marginal univariate PDFs are clearly wider.
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The mean values of the maximum force and dissipated energy and the Pearson correlation coefficients are presented in Table 5 . It can be observed that the mean values for both the maximum force and the dissipated energy are higher for the cases with the identified joint PDFs than for the cases with the true PDF. The difference in the results between whether or not incorporating the correlation is negligible. Fig. 13 shows the same scatter plot, but with h = 0.025 mm, i.e. for an increased fibre density. The 460 trends are similar as for the case of h = 0.025 mm. Even the relative difference between the means is very similar (Table 5) . (a) True joint PDF (b) Identified joint PDF (c) Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 13 : Damage: the scatter plots of the maximum force (Fmax) and dissipated energy (η) for the type A networks with h = 0.025 mm. One can see that the marginal univariate PDFs are similar in all the cases. Like the case with h = 0.1 mm and regardless of the used material parameter PDF, one can see that the marginal univariate PDF for the dissipation consists of two domains. This is caused by long fracture paths that propagate through the wide top and bottom regions of the dog-bone shaped specimens (see Fig. 8(a) ), resulting in an increase of the dissipation.
Next, we consider type B networks with constituent lengths randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm. Fig. 14 presents the scattered plot of the maximum force and dissipated energy for h = 0.1 mm and the mean values and correlation coefficient are given in Table 6 . One can see that 465 the mean values of the maximum force and dissipated energy are higher for both cases with the identified joint PDF than for the cases with the true joint PDF. However, this is not the case for the correlation coefficient. The difference between the cases with the identified joint PDF with and without correlation is negligible. If we now increase the fibre density (by setting h = 0.025 mm), we can see the same trend as for the type
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A networks ( Fig. 15 and Table 6 ): although the mean of the maximum force and dissipated energy increase, the relative differences between the mean values of the cases with the true joint PDF and the identified joint PDFs remain similar. Increasing the constituent length (l min = 1 mm and l max = 1.5 mm) has practically no influence on the relative differences between the cases with the true PDF and the identified PDFs (Figs. 16 and 17).
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(a) True joint PDF (b) Identified joint PDF (c) Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 14 : Damage: the scatter plots of the maximum force (Fmax) and dissipated energy (η) for the type B networks with constituent lengths randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm and h = 0.1 mm. One can observe similar trends for all cases. The means are larger for the cases with the identified PDFs than for the cases with the true PDF (also see Table 6 ). (Table 6 ).
(a) True joint PDF (b) Identified joint PDF (c) Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 16 : Damage: the scatter plots of the maximum force (Fmax) and dissipated energy (η) for the type B networks with constituent lengths randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds 1 mm and 1.5 mm and h = 0.1 mm. One can observe similar trends for all cases. The means are larger for the cases with the identified PDFs than for the cases with the true PDF (Table 7) . (Table 7 ). 
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Finally, we consider the results for the type C networks. Again, the same trends can be observed: increasing the fibre density causes a shift of the PDFs, the PDFs of the cases with the identified PDFs have larger means than those of the cases with the true PDF, but the relative differences between the means is again roughly 10%. Incorporating the correlation has a negligible effect on the results. Table 8 .
(a) True joint PDF (b) Identified joint PDF (c) Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 19 : Damage: the scatter plots of the maximum force (Fmax) and dissipated energy (η) for the type C networks with 5000 constituents. The mean values of the maximum force, dissipated energy, as well as the correlation coefficient are shown in Table 8 .
Elastoplasticity
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Some typical results of individual simulations for elastoplasticity are shown in Figs. 20 to 23. For the statistical analyses below, we describe the predicted force-displacement responses using the typical 1D expression of isotropic elastoplasticity with linear hardening for monotonically increasing, uniaxial tension, in which reaction force F is a function of prescribed displacement u BC (see Fig. 2 ) as follows:
where k E , F y0 and k P denote the system's equivalent elastic stiffness, initial yield force and hardening We start again by discussing the scatter plots for the networks of type A with h = 0.1 mm, which are presented on three different planes in Fig. 24 . The mean values of k E and k P are again somewhat larger for the cases with the identified PDFs than for the cases with the true PDF (Table 9 ), but a substantial difference can now be observed for the cases with the identified PDF with and without correlation: the PDF 490 predicted with correlation is substantially closer to the PDF predicted with the true material parameter PDF than the PDF predicted without correlation.
If we increase the constituent density by reducing h = 0.1 mm to h = 0.025 mm, we see similar trends ( Fig. 25 and Table 9 ). The mean values of k E and k P are again approximately 0.5% larger for the cases with the identified PDFs than for the cases with the true PDF and the correlation is significantly better 495 predicted by the cases with the identified PDF with correlation than by the cases with the identified PDF without correlation. True joint PDF
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 24 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type A networks with h = 0.1 mm. Comparing (a), (d) and (g) and (b), (e) and (h) shows that the correlation between system parameters is substantially better predicted by the cases with the identified PDF with correlation than by the cases with the identified PDF without correlation.
(a)
True joint PDF
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 25 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type A networks with h = 0.025 mm. Similar as for the case with h = 0.1, the correlation between the system parameters is substantially better predicted by the cases with the identified PDF with correlation than by the cases with the identified PDF without correlation. If we now increase the geometrical randomness by considering the networks of type B characterised by l min = 0.3 mm, l max = 0.3 mm and h = 0.1 mm, we see that the correlation increases substantially (Fig. 26 and Table 10 ). Consequently, incorporating the correlation in the identified PDF seems of less influence 500 than if type A networks are considered. We nevertheless still observe that the PDF predicted with the identified PDF with correlation is closer to the PDF predicted with the true PDF than the PDF predicted with the identified PDF without correlation. Increasing the fibre density (by setting h = 0.025 mm, instead of h = 0.1 mm) makes this difference grow (see Fig. 27 and Table 10 ). If we now increase the length of the constituents by setting l min = 1 mm and l max = 1.5 mm, we also 505 see that the correlation between the systems parameters is better captured if the correlation is incorporated in the identified PDF (see Fig. 28 and Table 11 ). We also see that if we increase the constituent density (by reducing h = 0.1 mm to h = 0.025 mm), the importance of incorporating the correlation increases (see Fig. 29 and Table 11 ). We can also conclude by comparing these results with the ones in which the constituent lengths is bound by l min = 0.3 mm and l max = 0.6 mm, that a reduction of the constituent length leads to an increase of the intrinsic correlation between system parameters (regardless of the material parameter PDF used).
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 26 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type B networks with constituent lengths randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm and h = 0.1 mm. The results show that the effect of the correlation between the material parameters is smaller than for the type A networks, but remains to be present. The numerical values are presented in Table 10 .
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 27 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type B networks with constituent lengths randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with bounds 0.3 mm and 0.6 mm and h = 0.025 mm. The influence of the correlation has increased due to the increased constituent density (cf. Fig. 26 ). The corresponding numerical values are given in Table 10 .
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 28 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type B networks with constituent lengths randomly sampled from uniform distribution with bounds 1 mm and 1.5 mm and h = 0.1 mm. The results show that the influence of the correlation is important to incorporate. The numerical values are presented in Table 11 .
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 29 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type B networks with constituent lengths randomly drawn from a uniform distribution with bounds 1 mm and 1.5 mm and h = 0.025 mm. The results show that the influence of the correlation is more important to incorporate due to the increased fibre density (cf. Fig. 28 ). The numerical values are presented in Table 11 .
Finally, we show the results for the type C networks (Figs. 30 and 31 and Table 12 ). We see that the intrinsic correlation between the system's parameters (regardless of the material parameter PDF used) becomes even more pronounced than was the case for the type B networks. Apparently, this is caused 515 by the increased geometrical randomness. Consequently, the influence of incorporating the correlation in the identified PDF becomes less important, but the cases with the identified PDF with correlation still outperform those with the identified PDF without correlation. 
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 30 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type C networks with 2000 constituents. Due to the increased geometrical randomness relative to the type B networks, the correlation is also captured by the cases with the identified PDF without correlation, although they are still outperformed by the cases with the identified PDF with correlation. The corresponding numerical values are given in Table 12 .
Identified joint PDF without correlation Figure 31 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type C networks with 5000 constituents. Due to the increased geometrical randomness relative to the type B networks, the correlation is also captured by the cases with the identified PDF without correlation, although they are still outperformed by the cases with the identified PDF with correlation. The corresponding numerical values are given in Table 12 .
Different marginal univariate PDFs
In the previous subsections the marginal univariate PDFs used to generate observations, were the same 520 as the ones we tried to identify. Although this is a reasonable choice to illustrate the theoretical accuracy of the identification approach, in reality the type of marginal univariate PDFs are not known in advance. The objective of this subsection is to present indicative results if the marginal univariate PDFs used to generate observations are not the same as those that are to be identified. For this purpose we take the same observations from the previous subsection (which were generated with univariate beta distributions 525 and Gaussian copulas), but now we try to model them with truncated Gaussian distribution and Gaussian copula (i.e. we try to identify univariate truncated Gaussian distributions which are coupled with a Gaussian copula). The Gaussian distribution is chosen because it is often used to model natural events. It however damage and elastoplasticty for the type A networks (see Fig. 3 ) with h = 0.1 mm. The type A networks with h = 0.1 mm are chosen because as we have seen before, the responses of these networks are most influenced by the accuracy of the identified PDF parameter values. The univariate truncated Gaussian distribution is formulated as follows:
where p i denotes the i th type of parameters (i.e. E and f for damage and E, σ y0 and H for elastoplasticity), 535 µ i and s * i denote the parameters of the truncated Gaussian distribution (they are the mean and standard deviation of the corresponding Gaussian distribution, i.e. N (µ i , s * 2 i )), φ(p) denotes the standard Gaussian PDF (i.e.
2 ), Φ(p) denotes the standard Gaussian CDF and a 1i and a 2i the lower and upper bounds, respectively. Now we can use the scheme in Section 3 to identify the marginal univariate PDFs' parameters and copula 540 parameters. Furthermore, we again set the priors in the form of Eqs. (27) and (28) . Tables 13 and 14 show the selected mean an standard deviation damage and elastoplasticity, respectively. Note that the values for µ prior and s * prior are chosen based on the mean values and standard deviations of our observations. Furthermore, the corresponding standard deviations are chosen to be relatively wide, as to not exclude any plausible values. Similarly as in the previous subsections, we use the adaptive Metropolis algorithm to draw samples from the posteriors and approximate the statistical summaries. The number of samples drawn for each identification process is 500 × 10 3 whilst we burn the first 30%. Furthermore, the constraint a 1 < a 2 is imposed in the sampling process. Tables 15 and 16 show the point estimates approximated by the drawn samples for both damage and elastoplasticity. In addition, the true values of the correlation parameters 550 and the identified correlation values when the marginal univariate PDFs are the same as the true ones are presented. Note that in these tables mean values are reported as point estimates, instead of the MAP estimates. This is due to the fact that for this example the mean values present the posteriors better than the MAP estimates. One can see that by plotting the corresponding histograms of drawn samples (not shown here). Comparing the values in Tables 15 and 16 we see that the identified correlation coefficients are similar. Clearly, the correlation parameter does not depend much on the chosen marginal univariate distributions. Now, we propagate the PDFs in the type A network models with h = 0.1 mm. The resulting scatter plots for the damageable beams are presented in Fig. 32 and summarised in Table 17 . It is difficult to say if the scatter plot using the PDF based on truncated Gaussian distributions is better or worse than the scatter plot in which the PDF based on beta distributions is used. On top of that, whether or not the correlation is incorporated has again no influence. 0.0876
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The results for elastoplasticity are presented in Fig. 33 and Table 18 . They show that for elastoplasticity, the influence of selecting the correct marginal univariate PDF is more important, since the results for the truncated Gaussian distribution are less accurate. We also see that the correlation is more important to 565 incorporate (which is clearly in agreement with the results of the previous subsections). Truncated Gaussian distribution without correlation Figure 33 : Elastoplasticity: the scatter plots of the systems' equivalent elastic stiffness (k E ), initial yield force (F y0 ) and plastic stiffness (k P ) for the type A networks with h = 0.1 mm. One can see that in this case the effects of marginal univariate PDFs and the correlation are considerable.
Discussion on the geometrical randomness and systems' parameters correlations
The presented results indicate that an increase of the geometrical randomness results in more pronounced correlations between the system's parameters for elastoplastic constituents, but not for damageable constituents. Consequently, whether or not the material parameters' correlations for elastoplastic constituents 570 are incorporated is less important for an increase of the geometrical randomness. In this subsection, we postulate a reasoning for why an increase of the geometrical randomness results in more pronounced system parameter correlations for the elastoplastic case, but not for the damageable case.
For damageable constituents, we see no correlation between the maximum force and the dissipated energy during the virtual tensile experiments. We believe that the reason for this is as follows. In Fig. 34 , we see 575 two schematic illustrations of localisation zones in which the constituents fail. In the left image, we see four short constituents and in the right two long ones. The first failure of a constituent marks the maximum force and is governed by the local strain in a constituent. At the moment at which the first constituent fails, the maximum force for the left image will be roughly twice as large as for the right image, because twice as many constituents are present in the left image.
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The dissipated energy on the other hand is the sum of the energies stored in all constituents at the moment at which they fail. In the left image, four constituents will eventually fail, whereas in the right image only two will fail. As the four constituents in the right image are short compared to the two in the right image however, more energy is stored in the constituents on the right and hence, the dissipated energy in the right image will be larger than for the left. In other words, no physical reason is present why the 585 maximum force and dissipated energy are correlated.
For elastoplastic constituents however, we do observe a correlation between the elastic stiffness, yield force and plastic stiffness in the virtual experiments. We again explain this based on the schematic illustrations in Fig. 34 . Now however, we consider the localisation zones to consist of the constituents that behave plastically. As four constituents are present in the left image and two in the right image, the elastic stiffness is larger 590 for the left image. At some point, the stress in the constituents will reach their initial yield stress, which is roughly the point that marks the yield force in the virtual experiments. As four constituents are present in the left image and only two in the right, the yield force for the structure in the left image will roughly be twice as large as for the right image. When all constituents have reached their yield stress, the mechanical response of the structure is governed by the plastic stiffness of the constituents. The same reasoning as used 595 for the elastic stiffness can then be used to explain why the plastic stiffness in the left image is roughly twice as large as for the right image. Figure 34 : Schematic of two localisation zones in which the constituents break (for damageable constituents) or the constituents behave plastically (for elastoplastic constituents) during the virtual experiments. Left: four short constituents are present in the localisation zone, right: two long constituents are present in the localisation zone.
Conclusion
This contribution deals with the issue that different fibres, struts or yarns in fibrous and other discrete materials often have different material properties. We assume that the material properties of each fibre, strut or yarn are a realisation from some PDF. The question we try to answer is how the parameters of this PDF can be identified with limited experimental means; by testing only 20 constituents instead of hundreds.
We have proposed a four step identification scheme to determine the PDF's parameters. Bayesian inference plays an important role in the identification scheme as it regularises the individual identification problems. When the material parameters of each of the 20 constituents are identified, we first select a uni-605 variate PDF for each type of material parameter and identify the parameters of each univariate PDF using the regularisation offered by Bayesian inference. When the parameters of the univariate PDFs are identified, we join them in a single, joint PDF by the use of a copula function. The parameters of the copula need to be identified in turn, for which we again use Bayesian inference.
The presented identification results show that the identified PDFs are accurate representations of the 610 true PDFs. The results also show that incorporating the correlation between the different types of material parameters (via copulas) improves the quality of the identified PDF. Not only the material randomness is of influence on the macroscale responses of fibrous and other discrete materials however, but also the geometrical randomness. We have therefore also conducted a forward study using random network models in which the different PDFs are used to sample the material parameters of the 615 constituents. These results have indicated that if a perfectly brittle damage model is used, the incorporation of the correlation between the Young's modulus and the failure strain has practically no influence on the accuracy of the predicted PDFs. We have also shown that the amount of geometrical randomness is of no influence. This story changes for elastoplasticity however. The correlation between the material parameters is important to incorporate and becomes more important if the fibre density increases or if the fibre length 620 increases. We have also shown, and explained, that the correlation's influence reduces for an increase of the geometrical randomness.
